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Executive Summary
This report presents the achievements of the MediaFutures ecosystem building, dissemination and
communication activities after 11 months of the project (from September 2020 until end of July 2021).
It covers the analysis of all channels used, both online and offline. This includes the project website,
the social media channels, realised videos, dissemination material, the organisation of events, the
presentations at events through talks, keynotes and posters as well as media activities. It also reports
on the development of the MediaFutures ecosystem and in particular the collaboration with initiatives
like S+T+ARTS and Big Data Value Association (BDVA). A particular focus is on the promotion of
the 1st Open Call from mid of November 2020 until end of January 2021 as well as the
communication of the funded projects and the 1st round of the support programme (Accelerator and
Residency for the three MediaFutures tracks).
The report also includes the monitoring of the performance of communication, dissemination and
ecosystem activities towards the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) which can be considered as
very successful and mostly in line with the planned target numbers. Some targets have been
achieved by large (e.g., the Open Call campaign and the website). In addition to the current activities,
in the next project phase attention will be paid on increasing the number of social media followers,
the presentation of MediaFutures results at scientific conferences through talks and posters as well
as through scientific publications, the publishing of articles in traditional magazines as well as the
collaboration with the project bodies.
With this report, we provide an overview on the variety of implemented activities that ensure that the
MediaFutures project is visible and becomes an important European data-driven innovation hub for
the media value chain.

1 Introduction
The current report is the first in a row of three annual dissemination reports (Deliverables (D5.3, D5.4
and D5.5), collecting, analysing and reviewing the dissemination activities undertaken by the
MediaFutures consortium. They intend to give feedback to the consortium partners to coordinate
and structure the dissemination of the project as a whole. It presents the achievements of the
MediaFutures communication, dissemination and ecosystem building activities after 11 months of
the project (from September 2020 until the end of July 2021).
The analysis is based on the outreach to the identified target groups with the planned instruments
identified in the Dissemination and communication strategy (D5.1). It also presents the achievements
towards the KPIs so far. All this allows a progress evaluation of the communication, dissemination
and networking activities and is a basis for adjustments of the overall strategy which will be
performed in the next months.
The report is also providing further details on the WP5 activities description in the first official
progress report.
The document is the third deliverable of WP 5 “Ecosystem building, dissemination and
communication”, aiming to help in aligning and exploring synergies between different outreachrelated activities in WPs 1 to 4 and 6.
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2 Overview
As written in the Dissemination and communication strategy and instruments (D5.1), MediaFutures
dissemination activities are carried out in three main phases, supporting other project activities and
following the general project work plan:
•
•
•

Phase I: Raise awareness (M1-M6);
Phase II: Increase impact (M6-M22);
Phase III: Adoption (M23-M36).

In the first 11 months, Phase I was completed and Phase II has started and is currently on-going.
A particular challenge of Phase I (Raise awareness) was to make the project known from the very
beginning, in order to reach as many relevant stakeholders for the 1st Open Call which was launched
3.5 months after the project started. This was only possible through the timely realisation of the most
important project tools, a dedicated strategy and the concerted action of all consortium members.
Activities in Phase I included:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

establishing the dissemination team under the coordination of the dissemination lead;
defining the dissemination and community building strategy, including the plan for activities;
discussing, developing and deciding on the branding and the development of related design
elements;
setting up the most important online channels (project website and social media accounts).
This included also the set-up of an internal news creation process involving all the partners
of the consortium;
realising dissemination materials for the project in general and for the promotion of the 1st
Open Call in particular, as e.g., a video for the promotion of the 1st Open Call, an infographic,
the template for project presentations, the template for deliverables, etc.;
establishing contacts and starting a close collaboration with S+T+ARTS and BDVA;
collecting, among the consortium members and their networks, a list of interesting contacts
within the defined target groups as a starting point for the promotion of the 1st Open Call and
the ecosystem building.

However, the focus in the first six months was on the promotion of the 1st Open Call through
the MediaFutures, partners and S+T+ARTS and BDVA social media channels and websites, press
releases and two webinars, in order to get a high number and good quality of proposals (for results
see D1.4: Summary of Calls v1).
Phase II (Increasing impact) started with a press announcement of the successful proposals of the
1st Open Call. The focus is to make the MediaFutures support programme, the MediaFutures
projects as well as the Open Data Catalogue known to a wider interested audience and with this
growing the MediaFutures Ecosystem. Activities to reach this purpose included:
•
•
•
•

Promotion of funded projects of the 1 st Open Call through e.g., press releases on start of the
START and the BUILD phase disseminated by all project partners;
Regular social media activities presenting the projects and the support programme activities
(e.g., trainings), both through the MediaFutures and the project partners channels;
Organisation of a workshop at the BDVA Dataweek;
Presentation of MediaFutures at important topic-related events (e.g., S+T+ARTS IN
MOTION, BDVA Dataweek, FANDANGO, IDSA Summit, NMA Virtual Media Match, the
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•
•
•
•
•

Avignon festival, EU Industry Days 2021, European Digital Innovation Hubs conference, NGI
Forum 2021, and others);
Videos of all successful project pitches at the end of the START phase;
Blog articles and news on project related topics on MediaFutures website;
Further dissemination material (e.g., a leaflet);
Preparation of the participation at Ars Electronica Festival 2021 (e.g., a MediaFutures
session during the S+T+ARTS day and workshops of some MediaFutures projects);
Set-up of the Advisory Board and the Ambassador network and further definition of the
stakeholder cluster.

This phase is still ongoing and will have some key moments in the next months, e.g., for
communicating the end of the first round of the support programme with the demonstration day of
the projects’ results as well as the promotion of the 2nd Open Call which will be launched in late
autumn 2021.
Chapters 3 to 6 provide details on the single activities. Related statistics are presented, followed by
the summarising table of key performance indicators and achieved numbers.

3 MediaFutures Ecosystem after the first 11 months
As reported by the European Commission “Cultural and creative sectors are comprised of all sectors
whose activities are based on cultural values, or other artistic individual or collective creative
expressions and are defined in the legal basis of the Creative Europe Programme”. Accordingly,
these sectors are the main pillars of the creative economy, generating important economic returns
in terms of jobs and employment. To support these sectors, the EC has improved, over the years,
the resources and funding for projects related to Cultural and creative industries (CCIs), also
mentioning the sector as a relevant basin to inform the New European Bauhaus strategy.
Thanks to the work done with artists and stakeholders from the media sector, the MediaFutures
project bridges with projects strongly related to CCIs, in particular providing a transversal and
innovative approach of data exploitation for content creation. Such positioning spontaneously led to
connections with projects and initiatives sharing similar interests and focus, allowing to create a wide
ecosystem. In particular, in order to create a large cross-national innovation programme with a strong
network, MediaFutures started to liaise with related and complementary initiatives for creating
synergies and cross-sectoral partnerships: at the very beginning of the project, MediaFutures started
a collaboration with two important EU initiatives active in the same thematic areas as MediaFutures:
the S+T+ARTS initiative and the Big Data Value Association (BDVA).
S+T+ARTS fosters alliances of science, technology, and the arts that effectively implement a
European approach to technological innovation centered on human needs and values. MediaFutures
reaches out to this arts and technology community for disseminating the MediaFutures Open Calls
and support programme through contributions to the S+T+ARTS newsletter (five articles until July
2021). In addition S+T+ARTS actively promoted the 1st MediaFutures Open Call and stories of the
supporting programme through their website, social media and events. With this, MediaFutures
increases the outreach to artists, artistic companies and startups. Cooperation has also been
established with running MediaFutures projects of the 1st Open Call with S+T+ARTS Prize.
MediaFutures and S+T+ARTS organisers are in constant contact, e.g., through the S+T+ARTS
Ecosystem calls, and MediaFutures participates and presents in S+T+ARTS events, e.g., the
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S+T+ARTS IN MOTION day or in the S+T+ARTS day at the Ars Electronica 2021 festival with a
specific session “Creating with Data: From Arts to Entrepreneurship” on 9 September 2021.
Also the collaboration with BDVA started very early in the project. MediaFutures has used the BDVA
newsletter (three articles until end of July 2021) and website news section to disseminate the 1st
Open Call and other project activities and news to reach the big data community. MediaFutures also
organised a workshop New data requirements: AI-Arts collaborations at the BDVA Data Week 2021.
Another important pillar for the development of the MediaFutures ecosystem is the regular sharing
of project information through thematic networks of which consortium partners are members. All
MediaFutures partners have been very active and widely published information on the 1st Open Call
(see chapter 5 for details) and shared other MediaFutures news (e.g., on the funded projects and
the support programme), either through posts, articles, press work or through the presentation at
events. These networks include e.g., the European Digital Innovation Hubs (presentation at their
annual event), the Next Generation Internet (presentation at the NGI Forum 2021), the KCL Science
Gallery, the LUISS Data Lab or the members of ODI and the network of cultural institutions of IRCAM.
In total in the first 11 months, MediaFutures communicated news to more than 276k direct contacts
from Big Data Associations, artists and technology, startup and SMEs, media associations, funding
agencies, policy makers, related projects and research and others.
While the wide ecosystem is mainly used for disseminating news about the project and in particular
about the Open Calls, three project bodies have been set-up or are being set up in order to engage
stakeholders more closely in MediaFutures activities: the MediaFutures Advisory Board, the
MediaFutures stakeholder cluster and the MediaFutures ambassador network:
The MediaFutures Advisory Board is a high-level expert committee providing additional insights
and strategic advice into the development of the project and assessing the effectiveness and fairness
of the projects’ competitive calls and of the range of services and support that MediaFutures offers
to the pilots. Main activities will start at the end of the 1st round of the support programme, but
confirmed members were involved in sharing the 1st Open Call information.
The stakeholder cluster is a loose group of organisations interested in MediaFutures, coming from
the public, private and third sectors pertinent to the media value chain and its ties to journalism,
science communication and government. At the beginning of the project 28 organisations confirmed
their interest in a participation. They were contacted for the promotion of the 1st Open Call (including
all 276 Digital Innovation Hubs) and were asked to disseminate project information through their
social media. Some of them will be involved in gathering expert opinions for the challenges of the
2nd Open Call.
The Ambassador network has the aim to build grassroot support on MediaFutures activities and
beyond. It was decided to start to build the network once the project has first experiences with the
support programme in order to present first results and insights from the first Open Call and identify
where the ambassadors can be involved in the project and where they can support it. In late spring
2021 it was decided to set up an application process through the MediaFutures website
(https://mediafutures.eu/ambassador-network/) and to launch a campaign on the MediaFutures
social media at the end of the summer 2021. The ambassadors will be invited to participate in
selected project activities, e.g., in some of the trainings of the support programme or in project
events.
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4 MediaFutures dissemination and communication
achievements in the first 11 months of the project
This chapter gives further details on the single dissemination and communication outputs and related
statistics and analysis. It is based on the strategy and achievements described in D5.1
(MediaFutures Dissemination and communication strategy and instruments).

4.1 Web
MediaFutuers website
The MediaFutures website (https://mediafutures.eu/) is one of the projects’ main online
dissemination tools, together with the social media channels. The website is presenting the project
and its on-going activities as well as key results and outputs, e.g., from the 1st Open Call and the
support programme. The website serves as the official information hub and applications entry point
for the MediaFutures Open Calls and the presentation of the selected projects which are part of the
support programme. The blog section informs about news and events and provides stories around
the project. More than 40 news and ad hoc articles were published so far until the end of July. The
website also presents the consortium and the team members. It also provides a page on the
Ambassador network. Further information can be found in D5.2 - Website updates and social media
presence.
The project website was published in M3 for the launch of the 1st Open Call and has been regularly
updated and restructured up to now. E.g., after the end of the 1st Open Call, the Open Call page
was updated in a way that it provides general information and the results of the 1st Open Call.
Another major update was the presentation of the projects funded through the 1st Open Call: during
the START phase (April 2021), all projects were presented on one page. After one month, at the
beginning of the BUILD phase, a new page with an overview of all promoted projects as well as
single project pages were created and regularly updated. In addition the Resources page was
created where all public material of the project is available for download (e.g., deliverables,
dissemination materials, press releases).
Figures 1-3 provide an overview on the visits of the website (with the summary of visits to the site,
the average stay, the actions carried out for each session, etc.), the countries of the visitors and the
acquisition overview (the summary of the user acquisition channels, divided into direct views, from
search engines, from social networks). The reference period for the analysis is 21/11/2020 27/07/2021.

Figure 1: Visits of MediaFutures website
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Figure 2: Countries of origin of MediaFutures website visitors

Figure 3: MediaFutures website acquisition overview
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As shown by the figures, the MediaFutures website gained approx. 20,5k visitors, with almost 43k
page viewers and an average visits duration of 2 min and 35 seconds. The countries of visitors are
in the majority from the countries of the MediaFutures partners (Germany, Italy, Spain, UK), but also
from other European countries and the United States of America. The main channels of incoming
traffic are: direct (62% - people who directly enter the URL of the MediaFutuers website), organic
search (12% - people who find the website through Google researches or other search engines),
social media (13% - people who click on the link via social media) and from other websites (12%).
The communication through the website can be evaluated as very successful. The targeted numbers
of visitors (1.5k) and page views (3k) for the whole project duration were already reached. In addition
positive feedback arrived, e.g., from the funded projects on how they are presented.

MediaFutures presence on partners and other websites
Also here the project was very active: all MediaFutures partners either created a dedicated
MediaFutures page or publish blog articles and news. Dedicated pages on MediaFutures partners’
websites are: LUH, IRCAM, ODI, Eurecat, DEN. Examples of blog posts are: KCL, KULeuven,
LUISS, nma, Zabala. In addition, news articles were published on the S+T+ARTS (e.g., article on
crossing boundaries between art, science, technology and participation) and BDVA websites (e.g.,
announcement of funding of 1st Open Call selected projects).

4.2 Social media
MediaFutures social media - introduction
As planned in the MediaFutures Dissemination and communication strategy and instruments (D5.1)
the project is using social media with two main aims: 1) to disseminate project news and results and
2) for creating a community and engaging with it in a fruitful online dialogue. The project is currently
active on Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram and to a less extent on YouTube. We have promoted the
1st Open Call, the webinars and matchmaking, the pilots, the various activities of the support
programme and the organisation and participation in different kinds of events, as well as other,
content-related news. As written in chapter 3, we leverage the reach of the MediaFutures partner
organisations, which already have an impressive social media footprint through their institutional
accounts or personal accounts of the core team. In the following some more detailed information on
the activities and performance for the various channels.
MediaFutures Twitter account
The MediaFutures Twitter account is used to build up MediaFutures awareness and engagement, to
attract startups, SMEs and artists to apply for the Open Calls and to take part in the conversations
related to arts, media literacy and data. The Twitter profile aims to connect the MediaFutures
partners and other interested stakeholders, in order to stimulate conversation, sharing and
promotion. The MediaFutures Twitter account currently has 472 followers (end of August 2021) and
is growing steadily. From September 2020, we posted almost 200 original tweets and a lot of sharing
tweets/retweets. We gained almost 500,000 total impressions, more than 23,000 visits to the profile
and almost 500 mentions.
The profile has a steady growth in terms of followers with a positive spike during the Open Call
promotion (in particular the opening and the final days), and in particular during December 2020 and
January 2021. Other spikes happened during workshops and events.
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Figure 4 shows two examples of particularly successful tweets.

Figure 4: MediaFutures successful tweets

Advertising campaign for the Open Call
We planned two Open Call paid campaigns on Facebook (results see below) and on Twitter. Both
the campaigns had the goal to address the users on the Open Call page on the website. On Twitter
we reached almost 110k impressions. The campaign was diversified based on targets and timing of
the open call (first days, follow up and final days).
Posting structure
The Twitter account is monitored every day, 5 days a week, with both original tweets and retweets.
We have followed hashtags and accounts to have more reach. We add emojis when it could be
useful to be noted into the Twitter feed. We always use relevant hashtags to join the conversation
and maximise our goals. We use bit.ly to track the most important links we share, especially those
to the MediaFutures website. We tag or mention relevant accounts and partners’ accounts for a
meaningful conversation. Since the 280 characters limit, we are using Twitter threads for events,
workshops and conversations that need to stay organised.

MediaFutures LinkedIn account
The MediaFutures LinkedIn company page is used to attract startups, SMEs and artists to apply for
the open calls, as well as business persons and domain experts from the startup/entrepreneurship
scene or VC investors. Besides, interesting project updates, achievements or next steps are shared
via reports or dedicated communication campaigns. Relevant studies, scientific research papers,
reports or events are regularly shared or reposted to attract MediaFutures stakeholders and to
provide the community with knowledge and relevant industry expertise.
Currently, the MediaFutures account registers 566 followers (end of August 2021), which were all
attracted organically not through sponsoring1.

1

Sponsored content display formats bring native ads into the LinkedIn feed of members of your target audience. These
are displayed to LinkedIn members on desktops, tablets, and mobile devices. Sponsored content ad formats include:
Single Image Ads, Carousel Ads, Video Ads, Single Job Ads, Event Ads
[https://www.linkedin.com/help/lms/answer/a425628]
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Demographic data about our followers
When demographics are factored in, the following conclusions can be made about the distribution
of our followers:
Most followers are from the IT & services industry, followed by higher education, research and
management consulting as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: MediaFutures LinkedIn account - category of followers

Considering the place of the followers, we see (Figure 6) that most followers come from Spain
(Barcelona) and Germany (Berlin), closely followed by Belgium (Brussels) and Italy (Rome).

Figure 6: MediaFutures LinkedIn account - countries of followers

Trends in follower number
The following Figure 7 shows the development of follower numbers and new additions over the last
11 months. While constant growth was observed in the first 4 months, MediaFutures reached the
most new followers during the first Open Call (November 2020 - January 2021). Greater growth was
also observed in spring 2021 (March - April) due to the many events where MediaFutures was
presented, such as DataWeek or the NGI Forum. Declines in the growth of follower numbers were
only observed in December 2020 and January 2021, as well as in the summer months of 2021, due
to vacation periods and holiday season. Significantly increasing growth is expected in the direction
of the 2nd Open Call.
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Figure 7: MediaFutures LinkedIn account - trends in follower numbers

Posting structure
The MediaFutures LinkedIn account (see Figure 8) is operated by LUH. It is posted every day, 5
days a week, to gain maximum reach but also to provide variance in the posts, which are consistent
and always structured similarly. Most of the posts begin with a call to action, catchy statement or
question to generate interest, followed by some background information, e.g., about the content
shared. At the end of the post, the content is referred to the MediaFutures project, showing practical
implementation and topicality as well as relevance of the subject. At the end of the post, useful and
relevant hashtags are used:
#h2020 #medialiteracy #acceleration #innovation #ecosystems #digitalfuture #startups
#artists #creativeartists #innovation #data STARTS #journalism #digitaljournalism
#entrepreneurship #AI #artsandculture #creativeai #disinformation #datascience
#dataliteracy #infodemic #mediavaluechain #mediatech #innovationhub
We are always tagging the LinkedIn account of S+T+ARTS as being part of their ecosystem and to
increase our visibility throughout this community. All LinkedIn posts are accompanied with pictures
or graphics related to the shared content or our project in general. Through the photos, we tag our
project partners and other stakeholders, which enables reposting on their part and increases our
engagement rate.
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Figure 8: MediaFutures LinkedIn account - description

MediaFutures Instagram account
MediaFutures dissemination team created the Instagram account 1st of April, 2021. It was set up at
the beginning of the START phase of the acceleration and residency programme, once the artists,
startups and SMEs were selected and contracts were signed. The aim of this channel is to share
visuals of the selected teams and other interesting science, technology and arts projects (see Figure
9).
Instagram can be the platform with a high level of target accuracy. If we consider the aim of the
project it could enhance discovery of and engagement with research by new audiences, especially
adolescents and more in general young people.
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Figure 9: MediaFutures Instagram account - impressions

We started by presenting the MediaFutures project, its aim and visual identity. We then shared key
moments of the first month of residency and acceleration (START phase): selection of projects, pitch
sessions, conclusion of the START phase.
After the START phase, half of the projects were selected to continue with the BUILD phase. May
2021 was dedicated to the presentation of the selected teams: Startups for Citizens, Startup meet
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Artist and finally Artists for Media. In June and July we shared updates of some artists in residency,
as well as dissemination events artists, startups or MediaFutures consortium participated in.

After 4 months, we can say that Instagram is an efficient way to spread news and impactful visuals
on MediaFutures. We posted 20 publications, created 4 stories and accumulated 121 followers. Our
objective for the next phases of the project is to increase our publication rate to at least 2 posts a
week. This will be feasible as the programme is going on, the artists are creating prototypes and
startups working on their projects. As a result, we are starting to receive interesting pictures from the
teams, to share with our community.

Other MediaFutures social media activities
The MediaFutures YouTube Channel is a repository channel and currently hosts 12 videos which
were produced during the first 11 months of the project. The channel has 28 subscriptions and more
than 1,000 views. Though the channel has not a regular schedule, the channel hosts promotional
videos, webinars and pitches from the projects. Every video has a structured description with
hashtags and chapters. This is due to accessibility reasons and to increase the reach from the
YouTube search engine.
Facebook has been used to run an advertising campaign for the 1st Open Call in order to enlarge
the dissemination of the call. We planned two different campaigns because of the two target groups:
one for the artists, the other for the startups. We reached almost 85k people with more than 116k
impressions. The campaign was diversified based on targets and timing of the open call (first days,
follow up and final days).

Outreach through partners
All MediaFutures partners are regularly tweeting/retweeting or posting /reposting MediaFutures
news on their social media channels. These include Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram. Direct social
media followers reached have been approx. 40k of all partners together so far. Including the personal
accounts of the team members the number would be far higher, but these activities are not tracked
by the project due to resources and privacy issues.

4.3 Videos and video clips
MediaFutures has produced 12 videos or video clips so far (with approx. 1,1k views up to now): three
in relation to the 1st Open Call (one promotion video and two registrations of the webinars); two
interviews of MediaFutures partners; six registrations of pitches done by the projects of the 1st Open
Call at the end of the START phase and one of the MediaFutures presentation at the ESWC21 Networking session of EU funded projects.
Other eight pitch videos of other projects were produced, but the projecxts did not give the permission
to publish them due to various reasons, e.g., the change of the project or the fact that the project
finished as it did not advance to the BUILD phase.
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4.4 Newsletters
As written in chapter 3, MediaFutures uses newsletters of the consortium partners and of the two
networks S+T+ARTS and BDVA to publish project information or thematic articles.
Five articles have been published through the S+T+ARTS newsletter which has approx. 3,000
subscribers. For the BDVA newsletter three news articles have been published. The newsletter has
1,158 subscribers (status end of July), in Europe and globally. They include EU and national level
policy-makers, research organisations and academic representatives, SMEs, startups and large
industries.
MediaFutures also agreed with the H2020 project Möbius that project news will be published through
their newsletter. A first article was published in June 2021.
In addition, some consortium partners published articles through their institutional newsletters (e.g.,
LUISS, nma, ODI, KCL). In total we have reached approx. 65k subscribers through these.

4.5 Dissemination materials
Due to the fact that no face-to-face meetings have taken place during the first 11 months of the
project (due to the Covid-19 pandemic), printed material for the dissemination at events has not been
produced. For online dissemination or personal contacts, an infographic on the results of the first
Open Call as well as a leaflet have been produced.

4.6 Events and meetings
One important pillar of our dissemination strategy is to present MediaFutures at events, webinars
and scientific conferences and to organise our own (side)-events and MediaFutures partners were
very active to present the project in online events. Up to the end of July MediaFutures organised
seven events, all online:
•

•
•

•

Two webinars and two matchmaking events in relation to the application process of the 1st
Open Call took place on 17 December 2020 and 13 January 2021 with 200 participants
(organised by Zabala and IRCAM, with the participation of several MediaFutures partners);
IRCAM and nma organised the "Welcome Meeting MediaFutures" for the selected projects
of the START phase. All MediaFutures partners participated;
KCL hosted a workshop at the BDVA (Big Data Value Association) Data Week 2021, on ‘New
data requirements: AI-Arts collaborations’ on 25 May 2021. Several MediaFutures team
members and artists from funded projects participated in the panel. A total number of 53
participants participated in the workshop;
IRCAM organised an online dissemination meeting for MediaFutures’ artists on 25th June
2021, presenting their projects to seven representatives of cultural institutions.

MediaFutures was presented in the following events:
Talks and panel discussions by the LUH team at:
•
•
•

European Big Data Value Forum in November 2020;
Hackashop of the H2020 EMBEDDIA project in December 2020:
the FANDANGO Conference “Rethinking the possibilities of data and technology in the fight
against disinformation” in March 2021 with approx. 300 participants;
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•
•
•
•

the BDVA Dataweek 2021, panel “Role of Data Incubators in the shaping of European
Data Spaces”, in May 2021 with approx. 300 participants;
the European Semantic Web Conference in June 2021 with approx. 100 participants;
STARTS IN MOTION conference in June 2021 with approx. 300 participants;
IDSA Summit 2021 in June 2021 with approx. 350 participants.

NMA invited the MediaFutures projects to participate in the "NMA Virtual Media Match" in May 2021
with 75 participants.
IRCAM participated in "les ateliers de la pensée" during the Avignon Festival 2021 in July 2021 with
a workshop about European art-tech projects, presenting, among others, MediaFutures. Approx. 20
participants.

Project partners participated in the following events for networking with other participants and
informing about MediaFutures at:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data Natives Unlimited 2020 in December 2020 (LUH);
European Digital Innovation Hubs conference in January 2021 with approx. 400 participants
(LUH);
EU Industry Days 2021 in February 2021 with approx. 300 participants (LUH);
NGI Forum 2021 in May 2021 with approx. 150 participants (LUH);
STARTS Urban Fest in June 2021 with approx. 350 participants (LUH);
European Research and Innovation Days 2021 in June 2021 with approx. 350 participants
(LUH, event organised by ODI);
“Making data good for society” in June 2021 with approx. 50 participants (ODI).

So, in total MediaFutures has reached approx. 4,000 people through events. Most events were
promoted or reported through news at the MediaFutures website and social media.
As written in chapter 3, an important next event will be the MediaFutures session “Creating with
Data: From arts to Entrepreneurship” on 9 September 2021 during the S+T+ARTS day at the Ars
Electronica Festival 2021. Two MediaFutures projects and several external experts will participate
and the session will be moderated by the MediaFutures team member from KCL. The session is
mainly organised by IRCAM and KCL, with support of DEN.

4.7 Press and media work, interviews, articles
MediaFutures and the consortium members distributed several press releases and launched
communication campaigns, mainly in relation with the promotion of the 1st Open Call. MediaFutures
has published four press releases so far:
•
•
•
•

at the beginning of the project in September 2020;
for the launch of the 1st Open Call in November 2020;
for the start of the 1st round of the support programme in April 2021;
the start of the BUILD phase in May 2021.

They were developed by DEN and ODI. Partners (EURECAT, IRCAM, KCL, KU Leuven, LUH, NMA,
ODI, ZABALA) used it for the dissemination to their media contacts or for online tools, partly
translated in their local language.
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A MediaKit with general information on the project, an infographic on the results of the 1st Open Call
and the project logo are part of the MediaFutures website in the Resources page.

5 The promotion of the 1st Open Call
For the promotion of the 1st Open Call a specific communication strategy was developed and
implemented. A communication kit was created. It included a press release, several banners for
social media, a short video, an email format to be used by all the partners for promoting the call
through their contacts, Twitter and Facebook post templates again to be used by project partners
following an agreed calendar for posting, a standard PPT presentation presenting the project, the
call and the submission procedure and a dedicated dissemination strategy for the Open Call in
particular with internal deadlines and the division of work among project partners. As described in
the previous chapters, this led to an intensive promotion through the project and partners websites
and social media channels, media campaigns, newsletters and networking activities of all partners
in their communities at events or with direct contacts. A paid advertisement campaign was also
carried out on Twitter and Facebook in order to support the Call-related information to reach new
contacts at EU level.
Dissemination activities for the 1st Open Call were included in the stakeholders database. App. 276k
people were reached in total. Table 1 shows a distinction in regard to categories and also includes
social media. It should be noted that the division of contacts into categories cannot be completely
precise, as e.g., categories of subscribers to newsletters (which are counted in the column “People”)
are not always known and we decided to allocate the numbers to the most relevant category.
Therefore some numbers seem very low, e.g., to policy makers, although it can be assumed that
they are included in other categories.

Table 1: Stakeholders reaches during the promotion of the 1st Open Call

Category

People

Twitter

Linkedin

Facebook

Instagram

2,160

12,000

5,500

7,000

-

124,995

117,700

-

216,000

5,700

7,980

58,112

-

11,300

-

121,396

106,2675

103,000

128,000

39,000

348

352,000

-

-

-

Policy Makers

9

-

-

-

-

Related Projects and
Research

1

238,649

1,712

-

-

Others

19,167

396,726

8,500

-

-

~Totals

276K

2237K

119K

362K

45K

Big Data
Associations
Artists and
Technology
Startup and SMEs
Media Associations
Funding Agencies
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Summarising members of the different networks as well as followers on social media, we had over
3 Mio contacts. The campaign resulted in 121 eligible applications from 32 countries (see D1.4).

6 The promotion of the 1st round of the support programme
and the participating projects
The 1st round of the support programme (Residency programme, the Accelerator or the Startup
meets Artist mixed Residency and Accelerator programme) and the promotion of the projects was
intensively accompanied by online communication activities.
Projects were presented in two press releases: one at the beginning of the START phase, describing
the 19 selected projects; the second one at the beginning of the BUILD phase, describing all projects
that were continuing their activities in the BUILD phase. The press releases, as written in chapter
4.7, were disseminated through the MediaFutures channels, but also through media channels of the
partners.
For the project website, as described before, a specific page for the 19 projects was created at the
beginning of the START phase. Then, once the BUILD phase started with the reduced number of
projects, an overview page (see Figure 10) as well as single pages for each project were developed
(one example see Figure 11). These are regularly updated when projects would like to publish
project-related developments.
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Figure 10: Overview page of 1st Open Call funded projects of the BUILD phase

Figure 11: “730 hours of violence” project page
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We reported about the so far 19 trainings through the social media channels (example Figure 12),
intending to raise awareness on the high quality of the support programme and stimulate further
applications for the next Open Call.

Figure 12: Tweet on the MediaFutures training session

Videos of the pitches of all projects (so for the SmA and SfC tracks) - see Figure 13 of the YouTube
playlist - were produced at the end of the START phase and published, upon permission of the
projects, on the project website.

Figure 13: Overview of MediaFutures video pitches

News of the funded projects are also disseminated on social media. Instagram is a good social
channel to share impactful visuals of the projects and increase the visibility of the teams (and thus
MediaFutures’ one). We started by presenting each team selected for the BUILD phase, creating 12
posts throughout May 21 (see Figure 9 in chapter 4.2 above). Then as the residency and acceleration
programme progressed, we started to receive pictures of the teams creating artworks, shooting
videos, organising workshops. Those are valuable materials to share on the Instagram account,
which provides the community with a sense of closeness to the teams. It also makes it easier to
understand what the teams are doing in practice. We could only share a few of them for the first
months of the Instagram account but we aim at collecting at least one of those “intimate moments”
per week, and spread them on Instagram.
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Also LinkedIn and Twitter were presenting the projects on a regular basis. For example, the pitch
videos are promoted through a dedicated LinkedIn campaign which also helps to make the projects
known and which run for approx. 2 weeks. Every day, a pitch presentation from one of our pilots was
promoted (see example in Figure 14).

Figure 14: LinkedIn start of pitch presentations campaign

In order to promote the projects and teams supported by MediaFutures, we aimed to showcase them
in events across Europe: in June 2021, the projects “People Supported Intelligence” (SfC track) and
“How to read a library” (SmA track) were presented at the 4YFN in Barcelona. 4YFN is the startup
event of the world’s largest exhibition for the mobile industry. Their goal is to support startups,
investors and companies to connect and launch new business ventures together. The two
MediaFutures’ teams stayed for 3 days and presented their project to a large international crowd,
with the following key figures: +760 exhibitors (including 600 startups), +23.000 attendees2 from 147
countries, 950 investors, 49% hold senior level positions and $43 billion funds represented.
As written in chapter 4.6, NMA opened the Virtual Media Match on 20th May 2021 for all MediaFuture
startups. At this big media industry and networking event the teams had the opportunity to present
their projects, meet corporate partners and investors and enlarge their network. Several
collaborations were created, e.g., between the People Supported Intelligence project and the RealTime Engagement Platform agora.
We discussed with Ars Electronica to physically present some of MediaFutures’ artwork.
Unfortunately due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the physical exhibition duration is limited, and it was
not possible to exhibit artworks for the 2021 edition. Nevertheless, we designed a panel discussion
including two MediaFutures’ artists around the use of data for art (see chapter 4.6). Moreover, Ars
Electronica Festival will host two workshops on 10 September conducted by two other AfM track
artists: Art and (invisible) technology: A closer look at Soft Evidence and On View, An hour of
violence.
In order to increase the dissemination opportunities we organised an online dissemination meeting
for MediaFutures’ artists. On 25th June 2021, we gathered seven representatives of cultural

2

Based on 2019 figures. Final number of attendees in 2021 are still not facilitated by 4YFN
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institutions for two hours. The artists were invited to present during 10 minutes their projects and
outcomes. The idea was to start creating links between artists and potential disseminators. After the
meeting, artists were invited to contact cultural partners they were interested in and vice versa.
During the demo day, taking place online on 23rd September 2021, we will invite those cultural
partners to discover the final results of the projects, and widen the dissemination circle with new
partners.
More activities were planned but could not be realised due to the Covid-19 pandemic. We will
reinforce the dissemination strategy for the projects, now that the first round of projects is almost
finalised and results will be visible. We hope that for the next round of projects we can hope for the
return of physical events.

7 Dissemination impact assessment after the first 11 months
The implementation of the communication and dissemination strategy with its planned activities is
monitored regularly (e.g., each 6 six months) in order to assess its effectiveness and progress as
well as changes, if necessary. In order to facilitate the monitoring and evaluation some Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) had been identified in the DoA and D5.1. In the following table 2, the
achieved numbers for the first 11 months (September 2020 to July 2021) are shown, summarising
and completing the numbers presented in the previous chapters. The numbers are based on
information from all MediaFutures consortium members as well as tracking MediaFutures
dissemination activities. An analysis is added for each instrument and KPI. A final interpretation can
be found in chapter 8.
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Table 2: MediaFutures achieved numbers for dissemination and communication activities from September 2020 to July 2021
(The numbers are based on defined KPIs in D5.1. The description was shortened, without changing the content. The table includes a brief analysis for each KPI.)

Instrument

Indicator

Target

Description

Numbers reached
by M11

Analysis/comments

Flyer, distributed
online and offline

Number of flyers
distributed

>1k by M18
>2k by M36

Distribution at
events,
workshops, via
the website, etc.

~ 20

Due to the Covid19 pandemic,
dissemination is entirely online and
presentations became more relevant. The
flyer was therefore only produced in early
summer 2021 for the official invitation of the
AB. In case that on site events remain
impossible, this indicator might change.

Poster / roll-up

Number of
designs,
updated if
needed

2

Presented at
events and
downloadable
from the website.

n/a

The comment in regard to the flyers applies
also here.

Videos

Number of
videos and
views

2 videos with
500+ online
views per
video

One video about
the project, one
about the open
call.

1 with approx. 500
views

A video about the 1st Open Call was
produced and will be adapted to the next
ones. It was promoted online, through social
media and websites. The project video will
be produced only once we have the first
round of the support programme finalised in
order to have testimonials and material for
the video.

Numbers of
interview clips
and related
videos

30 to be edited
in 2-3 longer
videos

Interviews with
project partners,
stakeholders and
incubated entities
will be produced
They will be
edited in 2-3

11 (2 project
partner interviews,
2 webinar
registrations, 1
workshop
registration, 6
project pitch

On track in regard to the planned final
number. If it will make sense to combine
them into 2-3 longer videos will be
evaluated, once we have the videos from
the 1st round of projects.
The interviews and registrations were
promoted through social media and the
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longer videos for
key events.

Project website

Social media

Number of
visitors + page
views

1.5k visitors,
3k pages
views in total

Average visit

1 minute

Number of
followers on
Twitter, LinkedIn
and Instagram

10k in total by
M36

Number of
posts/tweets

3k by M36

videos), with
approx. 600 views
6 further project
pitch videos, not
published

Web traffic
20.5k visits
statistics collected 32k unique page
and documented. views

project website.

Successful dissemination through website,
planned targets already reached.

2min 35s average
visit duration
Weekly updates
and engagement.

1,1k in total by M11 The number of posts is on track in regard to
the planned ones, as all three social media
channels post regularly. The number of
followers is lower than it should have been
after the first 11 months, looking at the
460 in total by M11 target numbers. This might partly be
explained by the fact that important tweets
and posts are retweeted or reposted by the
partners. Direct social media followers
through partners have reached approx. 40k
of all partners together so far (not counting
personal accounts). Therefore new direct
followers are difficult to gather. In addition,
important tweets of e.g., the Open Call are
tweeted also on S+T+ARTS and BDVA.
E.g., we reached over 2 Mio. people via
Twitter 119k via LinkedIn, 362k via
Facebook and 45k via Instagram during the
promotion of the 1st Open Call. So overall
we are confident that we have an important
number of (indirect) followers, but attempts
will be made to also increase the numbers
of direct followers in the next project phase.
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MediaFutures
events

Number of
events
organised

10

MediaFutures
6
events will be
organised as part
of each of the
project WPs (peer 280
networking
events, training
workshops,
graduation
ceremonies and
demo days).
Promotion before
and dissemination
of results after the
events.

MediaFutures was active in the organisation
of events for different parts of the project.
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic all events
have taken place online so far. Therefore
the project is on track in regard to the
planned overall targets.

Number of
participants
overall

1k

External events

Number of
events attended

50

Presented
material, photos,
social media, trip
reports. News on
the project
website.

16

As written in chapter 4.6 MediaFutures
partners presented or promoted
MediaFutures in 16 events and reached
app. 4k people. All activities took place
online. News about the events were
published on the MediaFutures website and
social media. The project is on track with
this indicator, considering the reduced
numbers of events and exhibitions due to
the Covid-19 pandemic.

Media coverage

Press release

20

4 MediaFutuers+9
partners

Number of
articles in
magazines

20

Editorials and
clippings

100

Paid and free
articles in
sectorial online
and traditional
magazines. Paid
and free short
news or in
magazines
promotional

On the basis of the 4 press releases the
MediaFutures partners produced 9 others.
The focus of the ones from the partners
were on the launch of the 1st Open Call.
We are on track in regard to the target
numbers. Articles have been published so
far as blogs, not in magazines and we have
to discuss how important articles in
magazines will be after the completion of

0

13
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spaces (visual).

the 1st round of the support programme. It
might be more effective to continue with the
online communication through networks.
In regard to editorials and clippings we also
included communication campaigns and
arrived at 15 so far, also here mainly in
relation to the promotion of the 1st Open
Call.

Open Call
campaigns

People reached
by M36

1 million

Specific Open
Call promotion
strategy.

272k direct
contacts and 3 Mio
contacts including
outreach through
social media

The campaign for the 1st Open Call was
highly successful, looking at the numbers of
people reached. The strategy to spread the
Open Call through networks and partners’
contacts works well. For the next promotion
we will also ask the graduated projects, the
Advisory Board, the stakeholder cluster and
the ambassador network to promote the
next open calls.

Stakeholder
cluster

Number of
organisations

50

The cluster is
planned to cover
areas in demand
among startups
and artists and be
representative of
the community.

26

26 organisations confirmed their
participation at the beginning of the project
and were involved in the dissemination of
the 1st Open Call. Further potential
members will be contacted in the next
months.
The process of setting up the three planned
project bodies started in early summer
2021. Therefore target numbers have not
been reached yet. However, the quality of
the members of the bodies is more
important than the final numbers.

Advisory Board

Number of
people

Up to 10

Starting from
identified
confirmed
members during

4 confirmed

The process of setting up the three planned
project bodies started in early summer
2021. Therefore target numbers have not
been reached yet. However, the quality of
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the proposal
phase,
recruitment of
additional
advisors.

the members of the bodies is more
important than the final numbers.

Ambassador
network

Number of
ambassadors

30

Invitations of
professionals
from different
sectors as
well as interested
members of the
public to apply to
join the network
and add new
impulses and
perspectives to
our work.

2

DIH network

Number of hubs

50

Reaching out to
276
additional DIHs in
Europe,
especially in
countries or
regions that are
not yet well
represented in the
current network of
LUH.

The call for ambassadors was launched just
before the summer break 2021. Up to now 2
promising applications were submitted.
More promotion of the Ambassador network
will be implemented in the next months.

During the first open call, we reached out to
276 DIHs that have potential interest in
MediaFutures and in joining a future mailing
list, in order to be updated about open call
updates, project developments and latest
news. Having a broad network of DIHs
makes MediaFutures more visible in certain
industries and can increase the use of
synergies, knowledge transfer or ecosystem
building.
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8 Conclusions
An analysis of the table 2 above and the activities and outcomes described in the previous chapters,
shows that the performance of the dissemination, communication and ecosystem building activities
in MediaFutures can be considered as successful and mostly in line with the planned target numbers,
considering that the analysis was performed at an early stage of the project (M11) when not even
the first round of the support programme was concluded. Nearly all KPIs are on track (e.g., videos,
social media posts, organisation and participation in events, press releases) or have been already
exceeded (as e.g., the views and average time of visit of the website, people reached during the
open call campaign) and the project is well known as the new European data-driven innovation hub
for the media value chain as well as being part of the S+T+ARTS initiative and related to the BDVA.
In the next project phase more attention will be paid on:
•

•

•

•

increasing the followers of MediaFutures social media activities in order to increase the
number of followers even if, as written above, we are following a decentralised strategy
counting on the support of the project partners that successfully and constantly disseminate
project news through their institutional and personal channels as well as collaborations with
important networks;
increasing dissemination of flyers (currently online, but hopefully during upcoming face-toface events); here the target numbers are ambitious in case that events will continue to be
organised mainly online and the KPI might need to be adapted. This will be decided at the
end of the next phase (M22);
starting to write articles for traditional magazines. This will be more in the focus once the first
round of the support programme is finished and we have first results in terms of its success
and when other project outputs will be ready (e.g., the Data Innovation Toolkit);
finalising the set-up of the project bodies and starting their active involvement into the project.

Another focus will be on the presentation of MediaFutures results at scientific conferences through
talks and posters as well as through scientific publications.
In the next phase of the project particular attention, in regard to communication, will be on the
demonstration day of the first round of the support programme, the launch and execution of the 2 nd
Open Call, the onboarding of the new pilots, the launch of the second round of the support
programme and, of course, on the wide dissemination of project’s outputs such as the the first version
of the Open Data Catalogue or the Data Innovation Toolkit.
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10 Abbreviation List
AfM

Artist for Media

BDVA

Big Data Value Association

CCIs

Cultural and creative industries

D

Deliverable

DEN

Design Entrepreneurship Institute

DIH

Digital Innovation Hubs

DoA

Description of Action

ESWC

European Semantic Web Conference

EU

European Union

EURECAT

Centro Tecnológico de Cataluña

IDSA

International Dataspaces

IRCAM

Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/Musique

IT

Information Technology

KCL

King's College London

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

KU Leuven

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven

LUH

Leibniz Universität Hannover

LUISS

Libera Università Internazionale degli Studi Sociali Guido Carli

ODI

Open Data Institute

NGI

Next Generation Internet

NMA

next media accelerator

M

Month
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SmA

Startup meets Artist

SfC

Startups for Citizens

SME

Small and Medium Enterprise

S+T+ARTS

Science, technology and the arts

WP

Work package
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